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ABSTRACf

The disappearance of some structural imperatives of the compromises made by
the indigenous Nigerian leaders in the process of the evolution of the Nigerian' state has
led to the emergence and persistence of other contradictions that continues to define the
character of governance, intra -state relations and the general functioning of the Nigerian
political system. In the context of the foregoing has emerged the crisis of state, in many
instances occasioned by the inability of the state to remain above the clash of partisan
interests. Thus, the contradictions and inadequacies of the existing political system
portend danger for the sustained survival of Nigeria.

This paper therefore, examines the fundamental features of the Nigerian political
system, and , interrogates the theoretical bases for the explanation and understanding the
Nigerian political system. It establishes and highlights some of the fundamental and
philosophical directions of change, most of which basically point towards the search for
equity, stability, legitimacy and peaceful development in the Nigerian political system.

INTRODUCTION
The attempt to understand and explain the fundamental nature of the Nigerian

political system and processes of socio-political life in Nigeria, has attracted a
considerable level of concern and focus of scholars before now. Yet, critical questions
over the nature, structure, problems and the way forward for the Nigerian political system
remain unanswered. The further question of how adequate the established or yet to be
established structure of the Nigerian political system is, especially in respect of the
challenges of self maintenance/adjustment; and the guarantee of national unity, equity,
stability, and development will depend on whether such a system can be brought into
congruence with the fundamental realities of the Nigerian political process. The question
of nationhood in Nigeria has remained an elusive goal, adversely affected by centrality of
the intense and persistent struggle to control and exploit public offices of the state;
ethnicity; regionalism; communal conflicts, religious bigotry; inequitable control and
distribution of national resources; the predisposition to preatorianism; and the tendency
towards absolutization of state power even in a civil democratic setting. The country is
thus yet to significantly transcend the trappings associated with the notion of the state as
mere' geographical expression.'

Nigeria is made up of composite of groups that are significantly different in social
structure, political system, ethnicity, cultural and geographical endowments etc. A
creation of British imperialism, the amalgamation of the country in 1914 under colonial
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rule saw the emergence of primordial loyalties within the context of collective state
interest, and thus the emergence and persistence of other contradictions thatCOlltiM,,:;tO
define the character of governance, intra-state relations and the general t\uIdiotiinsof-
Nigerian Federal Political System. In the context of the foregoing has emerged also,the
intense struggle for an ever-greater share in state power by individuals ail. ~md
indeed for access to the important state ,resources. The crisis of state or oftt.'legitimacy

.• of government in the face of whole exclusion of.groups and indeed the' majority·of·the
people from the arena of power, has caHcd to question the adequacy of:d!e;pnsent
political system in Nigeria. . ': ;r:

The inability of the state to remain' above the clash of partisan inmr_huo_
resulted to resistance or what has been described as the crisis of legitimacy. 'The apparent
disappearance of the compromises made in the process of the evolution of 1beNiptti_
state that saw the emergence of the Federal structure (in which thereWa8 the.•.""'"
reconciliation of the diverse cultures of the plural society with the demands;of DIticmal
unity) portends danger for the sustained survival of Nigeria. The pmposeof.tbS·~is
basically to explore the theoretical basis for understanding the Nigerian politiDal ~~
Except for the fundamental/philosophical directions of change process which this paper
will recommend, another equally important task will be to lay bare the fundamental
features of the Nigerian political system, and by extension, the understaDclia! of the
present realities might advance the search for stability, equity, legitimacy' aad:.peaceful
development.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study adopts the systems theory as the framework for analysis. A system is a

component .of units with identifiable boundaries interacting with each othtrr :in the
external environment. System analysis generally involves a study ora set of~tod
variables as distinguished from the environment·of the set, as well as the meehMitm.lly
which the set is maintained during environmental disturbances. ' . !;

Easton (1967) defined political system'as 'that system of interaction in any.iet)'
through which binding 'authoritative allocation' are made or implemented.' His:,~
model comprises of (I).input, which consists of demands and support (II) the OCInI'YtRion
is the process through which demands are converted into decision or policies~tbeY
enter the political (III) 'the output that is the response of the political s)'ltemtleJthe
demand made upon it. They are,the authoritative political decisions. (IV)'Tbofeedbacldl
the consequent input, which results from the output of the system.

The Inability to entrench in the Nigerian political system, an effective n*banism
that can enable it cope with the demands and dynamics of the systemic issues, as well as,
the turbulence in the environment generally, in terms of effecting necessary structural!
institutional changes and re-ordering the system.goals as and when may be required, has
entrenched strong tendency towards instability which perennially is manifested through
different dimensions of conflicts and violence that pose serious threats to continued
existence of the Nigerian political system. There are inherent structural and systemic
contradictions that though well recognized as great challenges to systemic stabilitY,
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t.re•••• ,JII*$Dlvecf.:c.ueotially,because ,conventional channels for such have failed to

pl'O\'iC» •• dairable ~tioDs. ' ' '

_~;GN,mE,POUTlCALSYSTEM
r ':;' r SdaaD differ in!~ ,theoretical perceptions and explanatioDSof the political
'8)'Itan. ,two major ·theoretical pelrspectives have emerged in this context: the
orthodoxlli1irral_ the political eConomy/materialist persuasions. A major
preoccupation of the orthodox application of system analysis to the understanding of
:politiGi isttounclf'.illDn theapplicahility of the scientific study of polities, in which case
poIitUzal life' is,·replClecr.' a sys&emof iatcnction between various components, as well
_ ,to iaeeb to provide t:hc»retiea1.basis 'for explaining political phenomena such as
·instability,'moialtallio. coIIfiicts, or :violence. Orthodox analysis political system has
focused maiDly on, tile worD'of Talcon Patsons and levy (structutal-functionalism),
David,Easton (systems theory), Harold Laswell and Karl Deustch etc. Parsons and levy
~tratatbe8'PBD"" of the liberal school about the political system by stating
that .

. AU,system have structures which can be identified and ,that the
:' ,J*IItlof elanents· of these structures perfonn functions (hence,

sti1Ictural-fimctionalism)within the system which have meaning
only in terms of the working of the system as an active entity for
their existenCe,and are in turn, linked in such a way as to be also
dependent on each other for their activity (cited in <>molle,1994).
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GabrielA1Plond,(l960)' identified mur .~ial elements in structural functionalism of
poJiticalr~as legitimate patterns of interaction: (a) sOme structures may be
specia1ia4t11an otherlin terms of the I1UIIIbar of functions they pel!fonn; (b) whatever the
difference between system and structuras, the same political functions are perfonned in
..,Lpolitital 8)IItemI (c) political structures perform multiple functions; and (d) all
political:"...., are characterized, by a culture, the latter which is a mixture of the
traditional· and the··modem. Apter 'ilia uaderscored the primacy of the 'relation ...
between the authority of a government ad the degree of support that it is able to
engender'· as an essential element in • political system. He proposed another important
olement ill,apolitital system, by identifying·a government, which establishes:

A particular forms of relati~p between the levels of coercion which
cblractcrizcs the political. 8~ .and society and the' amount of infonnation
wlaich is allowed,to percolatethmugh them and the amount of both information
and coercion is ~lated to the extent of hierarchy and the kind of values
chlracteristic of the governdlelltal order.i. the relationship between information

!. ....:OOCIICioadeterminestbedeglee of choice which is open to government (Cited
',' . in.,Omel41994:.81.). .
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capacity of a political system to establish a •communication network that produces action
in response to-an input of information and includes the results of itSoWriMolt'mllle;'
infonnation by which it modifies its subsequent behaviour. (Ibid) Easton' •••• itblt·the
internal and external environments ofa pt)liticai system are vital to the'politica •..aof the
system, owing to pressures and demands made on the·system by the two 'fiflfMbatticJiIti "
that in any case may be hostile or conducive; Dahl, (1961) identifiespoWflt;laIItlority
and influence as essential elements in political system. -Power without ~<is.1iIIIe
concept But for the avoidance of naked force and brute coercion in power rel8tioas;tIJe
exercise of power must be backed up with authority and legitimacy. x.ti' (J9617)'
adopted a conceptual approach to the study of the political system by examining the
concepts of the state,sovereignty, rights of individuals, equality, authority,·poIiticln •••,
economic institutions etc. which he considered vital for any policy fonnulatienl'i1IW"
system. However, the orthodox perspective has been criticized for lacking in __ jliMI
attention to the dynamics and non-super structural variables significant to the sum••••.bf·
a political system.

Although differences exist among writers over the origin, nature and pm:epti0il of
the role of the state, there is a seeming convergence of views on the actual meaning'oCtile
state, this is with regards to .themanifest features of the relevant institution. n.e 8tBte
refers to the political entities that exercise sovereignty over a specified "lcmMry, ·it .
possesses as its distinguishing feature, the monopoly control over the legitimate l1Ie'of
force. Further, liberal scholars defines the state from the limited perspective of" oWII
paradigm, as a set of neutral institutions that exist for the purpose of regulatiq 1he!
various conflicting interest or of group struggle in the value allocation process iDthe'.
society. There is however, a major shift in the analysis of the structure of the poU'"
system between the liberal and radical paradigms. Further insights can begleaJiedl'ldm'
the works of notable authors as B.l. Dud1ey, Samuel Huntington, and Aristide :Zcdhlg'
are worth summarizing as they correspond in many ways to the arg\1Illentsadvalle.by; .
the liberal scholars regarding the polity. Aceorclingly, Dudley (1973) was cona_tl"'
essentially with structural issues, order and political instability. Generally, his foo1l8edl4Hl
how to create state structures which can in tum create political order, brings totlle fore
the view of politics as a game, the analogy of politics as a game being that everypDl8f8J
governed by rules and so is politics. That politics is governed by rules follows the~
philosophy that politics is expected to create order in the society (state of nature).'
Dudley, (Ibid) delineated two sets of rules in politics: (a>the structural rules are thci·fistd:r-
or rigid rules that exist to regulate human freedom and therefore detennine thes~ot
the game. To bring about order there is the needs to redesign rules that regulate absolute
freedom through the constitution and therefore prevent anarchy of freedom that is typical
of the state of nature. These constitute rules define the boundaries within which polities
must be played (b) Regulative rules are the flexible rules and are processual in tI8ture.
They are those rules that can bend without breaking or altering the structural rules, ad
are also permissible within the game. In some sense the structure may create pJOceues
since it determines what kind of process that is possible. Under the weight of attaDt,the
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s~twal),...wes Dl4lY CGllap~or find a way or reforming itself to equilibrium. The
ciuqlMS,ia~~nu.;Wo"'g about consequential changes in the pioCelses.

; ,Tlletenn~~parameters' have been used by some scholars,to highlight the
~fiaiag ~ ,of'" ~"Q(Nigerian politics'which the former Military President
Gen. JNbangida rererre.t:1o as the 'settled issue' or the so' called 'no go area(s)' in
N~ pqlitics < .i.e!.Nigerian federalism, Security of the Nigerian state and two party
s~). '~J;bese,iIsu. ere perceived as being serious enough to cause fundamental
diSQlPtio-.once theyaro~ected. ' ,

A~ eO~ of Huntinaton (1968).in his study of 'political order in changing
soc~es' is with ,~ ...p~n,of political change not so mw:h with the historical
pmoesses! that brought Ibout the,:ebange. A typical changing society is an unstable
~~,i. •. one moving fi'dmtraclitionto modem society. When changes occur, it signals
a situation of,instabiliW•.,tke,·,societymay therefore experience stress and trauma in the
process of change. His concern was therefore not only on how explain but also to
prescgbebow the society can move to situation of stable order. What makes a society
stable .or unstable ifl,afimetion of its -institution, While in state societies political system
ar~,8trollJl and are ~ableo[witbStanding strains with the political institution having
acquired ~.~,awt~ility. In u.·case of unstable societies that are undergoing changes
its~politi~;_tuti.n.wi1lappear to be experiencing some fonn ofwea1cness in terms of
their c8l*ity to'perWrm the functions of government. Lucian Pye (1973:4, cited in
Dudley, lW3:~; lfeealaoAdilieje, 2005:385) in his book 'Politics, Personality and Nation
Building~_;,"erredtp;two theories of instability in his analysis of Burma's political
instebili~·.i"hoaoeial theory and systemic theory. He argued that behaviour is a
p~~t~;~ process and therefore it is helpful to picture the individual
p.ing ~_~ interactive~processes which condition his approach to political
chQi~ •• ;~~n~ socialization process, political, recruitment (Ibid). Stability,
inl¥bilit,t,-.n4C\fente can be 'thlIs, explained in terms of one of the processes of
socializ...... '. ' '

TidI.' .iological variant assmnes a generally stratified social system in which
coaftiet m.a0ll ~ exists between different generational groups. It is argued that in
th. 'new ••••.• ;~e the first generation of nationalists has had to adopt an extremely
radicalpostul'e' iD, tbeir struggle for .independence the states are more likely to be
politically wutable.' Since stability. is taken to be a function of legitimacy of existing
inttitutiOdil it would: 'seem to follow that in an unstable state these are not infact
institutiou. '. .

. Zo1berg(1973) baa suggested ~ in the 'new states there is scarcely any reality to
poJitieal·orgaDization·and processes; in ..that constitutional arrangements·for example has
had little reality beyond their physical existence as a set of written symbols of
govern.ment. Focusing on .political institutions and the concept of power deflation he
argued like Huntington in his study of the structure of conflict in West Africa that as
institutiOllSundergochanges within the society political power became deflated. The
power and legitimacy of government began to deflate with the reaction of people to the
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failure of government to fulfill promises and meet with the demands of the people; The
government experiencing deflation of power also reacts and this degenerates intoexeniise.
of raw power through regression leading most times to violence and even foredid
overthrow of the government/military incursion in politics. ; .

There is a major shift in the analysis of the structure between the liberal and
radical paradigms and especially over what is to be done. Much of radicalaualysis is
derived from Karl Marx's analysis of economic structure of the society 1iDmwbich
political questions can be inferred, for example 'how does the way the ecoDOmy.ofa
society is structured affect the distribution of power in the society.' Marx reducad)tiIe
numerous variable contained in the orthodox matrix to essentially' 'the relatioDSlUp
between the economic basis and political, legal and ideological super-strudul'es.' TIle
guiding compass that led Marx to this position can best be summarized in his own words: .

In the social production of their life, men enter into definite relatio:ftS ,. ~.
indispensable and independent of their will, relations of pr04uctien;\ which
correspond to a definite stage of development of their material productiontbrea.
The sum total of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure
of society, the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political,~
and to which correspond definite forms of social consciousness." Tbemode of
production of material life conditions the social, political and intelkCtual life
process in general (cited in Omelle1994; see also Lenin, 1976)

The collapses of feudalism, colonialism on the one hand, and b .endemic
contradictionaand violence etc. in the capitalist political system on the other, pOiDttothe
inevitability of instability. Marx analysis gives primacy to material conditions.. The
emphasis of politics as being basically about allocation of resources is secronda:ryto
production thus bringing the issue to the realm of economics. Since the hiP point of the
definition of politics is the allocation of values, the economic structure has.~IeqUc:m:es
for the analysis of allocation. The Marxists thus argued that politics must go beyond the
allocation to also fOCl!Son production. The radical perspective sees the state..;asapartisan
actor and a creation ui the bourgeois c1as8,-'ud exists to sustain the interest \Jf thiscliLss.
This perspective is diametrically opposed to the liberal notion that state is a neutral actor
by asserting that the capacity of the state for autonomous action; in contrast ih:ealidared
the state as an entity circumscribed by the ruling,class who created it to su}).o.leI\fe'itsown
interests. The fierce struggle for the acquisition of state power in a developiug country
like Nigeria, results from the dominant role of the state in social life,of.thcse.,'sociaties.
The primacy of state power has made consideration 'of other issues less imPortant-For .
instance, economic decisions are invariably made on political '-considcntioas
consequently National wealth is tendentially disassociated from the efJOlt from
productive capitalist enterprise. This in turn deprives Nigerian capitalism of ••••••••••• ' .,
impetus. Ake (1981) observed that the Nigerian political problems is a COJJtpOsde offiltt,
political instability problems; second, ethnic problems, given that etbnie .conscioUSDCIS
has become politicized and constituted political condition for making poIitiealclaims )
consequently pushing the tone of politics to the extreme; and third, class issue:which
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arises from tbegap between the few rich; often members of the political class and poor
masses, 'J'his:results in the failure of the political class to mobilize the masses for any
serious national purpose, and the apathy" cynism, and hostility of the masses. The
inevitable, failme of development strategies favours the parasitic elite that are in control
cmstatepower~, ]oseph(1991:39 ..40}has gone a step further to add-military and economic
st:ruotureof Nigerian society to this problem list. In addition, and interwoven with these
elements is what he':termedpreben~1 politics: basically, a refined way of pursuing
pasonatlDd Jlefdrtmce,groupinterests ,through the pursuit and use of state offices. The
suotess ,or!failllre of,any'political system in Nigeria he asserts will depend on its capacity
to :t6ntrokhalllessand'yetliberatethe energies that flow through these channels.

THE,NiATUUOFTIfENIGERIANPOLTICAL SYSTEM
Arisin"from previOUil'effortsto study the Nigerian political system is the varied

characttmzation of the Nigerian state. Consequently, the Nigerian State has been
described as 's rentier state', a 'failed state', a 'praetorian state', and a 'pensile state' etc.
1l1ei study of the Nigerian political system would however require the understanding of
the A8tu:re of:the colonial state. .The Nigerian political system has its precursor in the
cOlcmial,Nigcfianstate thas it did,not emerge as a result of the desire of the people of
Nigeria. It was strategic colonial instruments for the administrative and organizational
control under British imperialism that saw' the amalgamation of the country in 1914 and
later the intrOdutionof,the federal system. The raison d'etre of the colonial state was
therefore the eqioitatiolr,domination and subjugation of the people of Nigeria in order to
realiZe the objectives'of colonialism with minimum cost. While the colonial state was an
instrumeutof~the metropolitan government superintending a capitalist home economy,
the' Nigerian ~iety was essentially subsistent in production and depended largely on
agriadtural pmductionwith minimal' trade and exchange. This was however destroyed in
omer:torfacili1lgethe imperialistcapitalist expansion and exploitation.

, ,TheNtserianftderal system presented three major structural - functional features
(Bach 1997:31 t) clearly 'Dominant was the tri-polar regional division of the country with
aniB-built ~uymmetry resulting from physical, demographic and constitutional
dominance 06 theillOrthem parts. The second, characteristic was a formally open and
competitive' pGlitical system together with regionally based political parties and the
tendency t~ one party-system through entrenched control of the regional
govetDineDtI<:~ parastatals. A third feature was Nigeria's revenue allocation formula,
based dn,;t}atderivativ-e'principle tlriSlnaturally created discrepancies in the resources
available to "dle Iqionas well as varying degrees of authority vis-a-vis the central
government's financial grants', This cluster of parameters generated access to political
and'ecQD~ resources at the federal leveh" The tension that ensued eventually led to
vicMenceandl~nJanuary 15 1966 coup d'etat. Constitutional refonns envisaged
paUiating, tho:"exoessesof regionalism and ,tribalism only exacerbated pre-existing
cleavages andI'led t9 the outbreak of civil war.

The introduction of the federal system was also meant to enhance unity and
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regional autonomy etc. The system has however undergone adjustments sometimes
considered inimical to the achievement of these objectives, along. tlUs ·line.bas'omerpI
major contradictions that has to do with the apparent disappearance Of,theldefinilg
features in respect of devolution of power, revenue allocation andMSQUICciderivation
towards recentralization that took roots under prolonged years of military ~e.. "There has
emerged in Nigeria 'new patterns of intra-elite competition during the,J9_\8,tmnd
which has developed independently from the replacement of a west·min!i:ster model by an
executive presidential system or the alternation between civilian and, ,mil:iteJ.1yagimes'
(Ibid).

The creation of new states in Nigeria has exacerbated the fluid.,pattemJ ,of
alignment as number of states increased over the years and also broadem.edthciuterplay
of geo-ethnic forces. The major impetus and sustaining bases for this trend'lms,beeo,tbe
crude oil export receipts that have taken government attention off o1het;prodUoUte
activities. Joseph (1991:79) points out that the real essence of the NigeriaD polityduriDg
the years of military government, was a civil military diarchy on two levd8:first, an
overt political one with power-sharing between soldiers and civilian. politicians, aad
second, a more structured and perhaps significant one in which the,pro.eXist:ingci'Vi1
bureaucracy became enmeshed at its highest level-with the military bureaucraCy,..both,gf
which jealously guarded their corporate identities while making the IJlO'St ofdUs
temporary union. The inheritors of state power in Nigeria in July 1966 saw·themduty as
being that of rescuing the Nigerian federation from dismembermentand.acllieving~
rapid return of power to civilians despite the departure of many Eastaneni,Dom 'the
Northern parts of the country following wide spread massacre. Owing to, the failme,to
achieve the reintegration of the Eastern Region through diplomatic effOl'ts~,the longer
they stayed in power under prolonged crisis, the more their perception .ef their.,duty
broadened.

In a way regional governments lost their position as engines for generation'ofa
'rising class' as it were during the 1950s and post independence years, while loc8ltiOllof
national wealth shifted from the regions to the centre. 'Compoundingthe:·apparcat
absence of any limits to the state's financial capacity was the fact that the tnititary.
government throughout the post civil war decade had no generative theory of the limitsjo
government action'. Politics as an unremitting and unconstrained strugglefbr the
possession and access to state offices, with the chief aim of procuring direct :materia1
benefits to oneself and one's acknowledge communal group (prebendaliSlIl):became
pronounced as transitional military regime (l975~ 79) sought to lay basic ~ture of
a stable political order? And in effect alter dominant pattern- of socio political ~.
(Ibid: 74~75). ,

In plural society's authority, power and regulation are of crucial signi".*;e:,m
maintaining, controlling, and co-ordination. While demonstrating cu1tul1al,babiars·to
democracy Lijphart (1977:1) echoes a classical theorist of liberal government ~eultural
diversity or pluralism automatically imposes the structural necessity for domination h¥
one of the cultural sections '" necessitates non democratic regulation'of group
relationship' (see also Joseph 1991:21). The growth of systematic abuse: of state offices
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.andresources for individual and group interests as the 'expected', and then the rewarding
of this ~tiee in the interaCtion of clients and patrons, politicians and constituencies,
even whilejt is condemned rhetorically in aggregate and abstract (see Diamond, 1997:
582-3), heiahtened the spate of' fierce sectional competition and the tendentious
absolitizatioDas a means.of maximizing the gains of state power. .

.' "The level of antagonism in politicaLconflicts in Nigeria might decline if politics
and w.;>vert11Q8nt were to become less salient; less important as a source of advantages and
disadvantages (Dahl; 1973 :22). Akinyemi (2002) has alluded to the point that the rise of
ethaie militias for example, in plural societies like Nigeria is the result of fractured
structures and the failed or failing mechanism for dealing with pluralism. The pseudo-
fDdcrJl!fsystem.keargued is best articulated by the Nigerian model that also provides a
classiC·case :of,the rise of ethnic militias as a function of the breakdown of Nigerian
federalism. Federalism entails recognition of the existence of major structures with
suf'fi&ientdifference as to wammt some concrete separateness. Military intervention has
bad two·consequences for national question. First, was the destruction of the federal
system and adoption of a pseudo-federal system reflecting its belief that only over-
oentralized,.l)I8tem with powerful centre can contain the competing nationalities of
Nigeria. The second consequeace a derivative of the first reaffirms the description of the
Nigerian: aimy as an ethnic militia in an unclassical form. The other nationalities in
Nigeria regan the post military constitution as un-federal and a design to enhance the
power:;pbteatials and the interest of the Hausa-Fulani. Clearly; this has substantially
truncated the guarantee.of autonomy in the system that was negotiated at independence.

NigeriaDpolitics has been characterized as essentially 'ethnic politics' in which
primordial .identities ultimately determine political considerations and inter group
relations. This view is diametrically opposed to the Marxist perspective which views
ethnicity as 'a dependent variable, a form of false consciousness that serves to
camouflage the more fundamental and objective interest of competing classes.' A more
realistic analysis of the Nigerian politics would suggest that 'ethnicity' is fundamentally a
political phenomenon that assumes the role of interest group on the intensive struggle
between groups over the strategic positions of the state. The extensive development of
corruption and nepotism highlight the neo-patrimonial slant/feature of the Nigeria state.
'Patterns of codification of the access to resources and intra-elite competition are simply
more codifulddue·to tile introduction ofconsociational mechanisms. (Bach; 1977:385).

Ni__ Iaunched another democratic experiment in 1999, but precisely because
it lacks any real ~titutiGnal mediation or MStrainta democratic politics of prebendalism
cannot possibly be stable' (Diamond, 1997:582). Despite this, Diamond (1997:584-585),
cites Pcter~kh's assertion that the culture ofuncivicness that has deep roots in colonial
rule and cniated.major contradictions has also been shaped by the country's ethnic
divisions, by its poverty and underdevelopment and by statism. 'Sweeping state control
over the economy provided an enormously powerful inducement to selfish, corrupt,
uncivil behaviour, because the stakes in holding power were so huge, and the cost of
being out of power, in an economy that offered relatively few truly independent
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opportwrities for wealth accumulation, were so steep,'
In summary it is clear that analyses of the Nigerian political system wouldreqaire

the basic understanding of the crucial elements of its socio-political structure. Sambo
(1997) has noted four basic elements of this structure of power relations that can be
isolated thus: First, is the complexity of the Nigerian socio-political process that'hIi to
do with its heterogeneity. The country is an aggregation of the nations of diverse origin,
culture, ecological zones, political systems etc. The complexity of the Nigerian society
affected the diversity of economic, political and cultural processes that emerged in the
colonial period as well as the pattern of development. It continues' to shape ,-the
contemporary issues, and social behaviour and government action. A major imPtieafion
of the complexity of the Nigerian political system is clear in the area ofrationaldeCisioll
making which as rendered the principle of rationality incoherent and redundant) A
second feature is the transitionality of the Nigerian political system Peter Ekeh(l975)hU
pointed to the fact that Nigeria is still under construction and yet to attain natiODhood.
Thus, it has yet to transit or transform itself from the pre-colonial primordial loyalties to·a
much more civic culture in the postcolonial period. There is an ascription of rncralitY to
the primordial public and inversely amorality to the civic public in Africa, Third;'istlie
plural nature of the country, this is in terms of multiple allegiances of language, botldsof
culture, bonds of religion, or social classes, and social classifications. These In .'~
form the basis of political mobilization, and highlight the point about the feature of our
plurality that concedes to instability and decay on Nigeria. Its manifestation ilit1l6'ciYlJ.
and military bureaucracy for example highlights its deployment in the process' "bywliieh
social collectivities seek to maximize the -rewards by increasing access to re5OlirC8S••1IDd
opportunity to a limited circle of eligible and therefore to retain power through this
process (social closure)'. The fourth deals with the fact.of Nigeria's undet'~t
and dependency. The country's history of colonialism and its incorporetioa-into the
world capitalist system truncated its autonomous development led to- its 'dependent
development. There was a raison d' etre for the establishment of the colonial- s~" 11"he
logic of capitalism entailed that one must continue to produce in order forcapit8l'to
augment its value. The need for raw materials mechanized for production andmatket'fGr
the excess production led to acquisition of territory. To realize these goals tbeeotomal
state had to restructure the local economy to become monetized e.g. through iIitnlIaetion .../'.
of taxation which were paid in currency. The economy was also subsequently,eXtemally
controlled through an exchange process in which case Nigerian peasant farmen·tiad··BO
control ov.erwhat they produced (Ake 1981). - -..

RECONFIGURING THE POLITICAL SYSTEM
Any attempt at recreating an enduring political system in Nigeria must leel(to

bring such a system into congruence with the realities of the fundamental proeesses OfHtC'
Nigerian political life, and therefore provide the systemic wherewithal for counteracting
the problems that are evident in the preceding analyses. There is the need to satisfy 'die
basic aspirations of the citizens and groups as well .as, to reconstruct the present
politically-oriented antagonistic relationship between the superstructures and the
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economic basis upon which the system thrives. The primacy of the economic/productive
component of the system must be stressed and elevated over the superstructure which
.~ ~Yloft1t~ consumer sector of a political system.

. A lTuuoriC<m§etll.that is at centre of Nigerian politics is the danger of creating a~,.." . I
peq:nan.miJlority tIWloQms even in the operation of a democratic dispensation. As a ,
way ou~ooDSOci~ 1beorists have suggested .recognition .that the aims of democratic
g9vernmelltsom~~ require the modification of certain fundamental democratic
~ticCSr As Lipset bas- ,fiJrther argued 'a stable democracy requires a situation in which
theD;lajqr political parties include supporters from many segments of the population. A
syst~ ~ which the-support of-different parties corresponds too closely to basic social
~v,isiOD$cannotcontinue to operate on democratic basis, for it reflects a state of conflict
sq in~and 'clear cut' as to rule out compromise' (See Joseph, op. cit: 25).
Addi,tio.-ly, Nordlinger (1972; see also. Joseph, ibid) identified six conflict regulating
prac~ce representing a .4~arture from orthodox or pure majoritarinism for 'deeply
.di.vi,dedsocieties': (a) a stable governing coalition (b) the principle of proportionality (c)
the wutqal veto (d) purposive depoliticization (e) compromising on divisive issues, and
(t) thq p:actice of ,unilateral concessions (Ibid). Similarly, Lijphart (Op.Cit.) contends
¥ in spcieties where all decisions are perceived as entailing high stakes as we have
noted 9f Nigeria, 'strict majority rule places a strain on the unity and peace of the
s~em.' -
, A salient question of whether a shift from the dominant normative model of
democralCY can be achieved in Nigeria without negating the fundamental tenets of
democratic practice is a dominant concern against consociationalism. In this regard
~empt must be made to move away from undue focus on the behaviour of political elites
and on their capacity to 'establish a viable pluralistic state by a process of mutual
forb~eand accommodation.' (Daalder, 1971:355).

OWing to therbetoric commitment of Nigerians to democracy, it would appear
~the_ -enthronement of strong democratic political culture within the context of
~formell" .state '.stJ'Ucturesthat guarantees real administrative and fiscal federalism
repr~ems the only-viable option for a stable political system in -the future. What makes a
shjft to ,peaceful competition possible in the face of turbulent political experience, vicious
cifcle of uncivicness,di..-u&t, long history of coercion, corruption, abuse of office,
~n, and conflict. is the establishment of strong institutions in which contending
elites can place their faith. and trust. The existence of strong and enduring institutions is
required, to discourage.unethical-conduct in public life, regulate the general conduct of
political office holders, and ensure the observance of the rule of law in political,
economic and social life. This therefore supposes that all state institutions be made to
function outside the influence and or, interference of individual political officers and
other agencies, in order to ensure that the state rises above partisanship. Such institutions
~ ..the Police; N~i~bly; Independent Corrupt Practices Commission (ICPC);
:atonomic and FinaacialCrimes Commission (EFCC); Independent National Electoral
Commission (INEC) etc. serve public interest better as independent agencies of the state
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functioning outside political control.
Clearly any consistent policy for nurturing Nigerian National integratiQD,mU$t

involve consolidating the Nigerian federal structure. The perennial, i~ionand
dominance of the military in the Nigerian body politic has undermined tIt'l federal
structure affected state institutions, due mainly to the insistence of the military.~ on
the military chain of command in governance (Ajayi,1992:14); and tbeSt?Ctional
dimensions of government, policies and administrative processes; violations of th~spirit
of federalism and other structural/legal provisions, the military practice of riding by
decree that heightens the acute tendency towards over-centralization and'tIrllimited
exercise of state power mainly in the overriding interest of dominant section of' the
military elite in the country. There is therefore the compelling need to erect safeguards
against military coup d'etats. One of such methods is the option of the restiucttiring
military formations, equipments and their command system with the overall Idb.i=aOf,
striking ethnic and geo-political balance in Nigeria's military institutions and "" ' te'
the lopsided nature of access to instruments of coercion. ·. '

In recognition of the problems of over concentration of power, in the central
government, an urgent need exist for devolution of powers to the components units.
Adequate consultation or study should however be undertaken before any such retbnns in
order to reflect the interest of the component units especially with regard to the provision
of adequate financial/economic base for their operations. The issues concerning fiscal
relations among the constituent units of the Nigerian federation that remain mostly
unresolved are the divergence between assigned functions and tax powers, principle 01
horizontal and vertical revenue allocation, dependence of states and local goVerDrilentsQl't'
the federal sources of funding, the tendency towards concentration and' tedend'~'
in the states. The federal government controls value added tax and some;othet;~ >
based taxes, which it has appropriate over time without significant compensatioJi,tCJibe':
other tiers of government, there is a dominant opinion among many public commeritiltbrs
on the need to return the control of natural resources and other valuable sources' of
revenue to the states and restore the authority over on number of issue areas.

The dominance of the central government portends danger for a country that b.as '
witnessed significant proliferation of states from four regional federal structures to 'thirty- .
six state structure. A deliberate at strengthening of the existing six geo-poIiticatzdtleS.
and their recognition for the purpose of social distribution values and state resources. The
issues of rotation of political·offices, appointments, and ,location of government facilities
could be pursued equitably along this line. Diamond (1997:594) was categorical m'ttie
summation of his view on the likely direction of the Nigerian polity:

The scope of Nigeria's political challenges is such that halting the mUi~'-~:,
diabolic dialectics of endless transition is only the first and most modA'st:~.
Once civilian, constitutional rule returns to Nigeria .. , Nigerian c1tizeDJ..••
political alike must find a way to keep it, improve it, and make it work
democratically. This will require a long, bold, difficult, and wrenching process of
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institutional and social change, and no doubt, a keen sense of what is possible at
any particular moment

In another breadth Chinua Achebe conditioned his optimistic expectation of a virile
democtatic politicalsystem in Nigeria on the premise that 'one shining act of bold,
selms. leadership at 1be top such as unambiguous refusal to be corrupt or to tolerate
cormptiOll' at the fountain of authority, will radiate power sensation of well being and
pridethro~gh every nerve and artery of national life.

CONCLUSION
j ,', •

. ~ salience of ethnicity and religion in many political conflicts, including the
rise. of~' militias; ..as well as the general sense of insecurity have called to question
the existing political system in Nigeria. The challenge of enthroning a virile, stable and
enduring political system in Nigeria will aside from the requirement of positive political
culture and the reconstruction of political institutions with a view to establishing a strong
~ p;opedy ~~oned to regulate the conduct of public affairs in order to ensure
the rule 01 law in political, social and economic life of Nigerians; will above all require
the. ~on ~ contribution of ordinary citizens in the design of any desirable
political ~gement. . .

. A pdentiJl committee ~n the Review of the 1999 constitution of the federal
Rq?pblic qfNigeria was inaugurated in November 1999, soon after the inception of the
f~W;tJtt·~mtic Eepublic in Nigeria. The committee recommended a number of
co~t;uti~.~form, which tbispaper will, Subscribe to, they include: an initial single
teanre of five years for Pn=sideiltsand Governors and four years for L.G.A. Chairman;
the. devol.pon of more powers to the states; public declaration of assets by public
officers; substantiale.increase in derivation formula beyond the 13 percent minimum;
independepce oftbeJ*~ einpowerment of Nigerians to resist military take over and
the convocation of a National conference etc. Following the establishment of the National
Political Reform conference in 2()()S, an opportunity came to bring together the various
groups in the six geo-political ZOnes of Nigeria to contribute to the redesigning of the
political system Nigeria in order finally put to end, the cycle of political instability
arising from distrust and the tendentious struggle for access of state. offices as the
platf...0an .•.•. the ~riation of material benefits to oneself and one's acknowledged
commuDij["fer~ group.

AJiIJoush tnanYimportant compromises and decisions weroreached by the
conf~· ~ .Pf9~lem created by attempts of the Presidency uuder.Obasanjo to
s~tious1y manO)lvera number of conference decisions as it 80upt desperately to
ensure elongation of the tenure of President Obasanjo created serious ctedibility problem
for the entire political reform exercise for which it was created, and in the{end many
important achievements! recommendations of the conference was ab~e(t~ Nigeria
grapples with many fundamental contradictions, the search is therefore still on for the
enthronement of a strong, .stable and dynamic federal democratic political system,' for the
country.
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